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daily users2 
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WHY INSTAGRAM?
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Instagram brands enjoy regular engagement with over 
4 % of their total followers. On networks like Facebook 
and Twitter, engagement is less than 0.1%.9

Instagram
Facebook
Twitter

4,21%
0,07%

0,03%

80%+

9
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ENGAGEMENT



15
the average number of times a day European 
Instagrammers interested in high street

fashion check their feed11

the number of accounts the average
European Instagrammer interested in high

street fashion follows - more than
2.5x the average Instagrammer12

353

the number of days a week European
fashionistas check their feed10 

12
@localheroes
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1How to increase
the number of followers? 

How do you get followers when you have none? One option is to promote. 
If you decided to have organic reach, start engaging with the followers from 
similar brands! Contact brands which you have a lot in common with and 
propose e.g. cross marketing. You could post something on their account 
and they will write blogposts for you. Consider working with influencers. It 
could be even asking to curate your Instagram account for the whole day. 
You will definitely get some more followers and likes because the influencer 
will inform his or her fans about this action. will inform his or her fans about this action. 
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On one of the trips to Seoul, Stella McCartney invited 17 year-old Korean model Jina Han and her 38,000 followers to share 
moments from the brand's events on McCartney's account.

That’s why it’s important to find the person who has similar aesthetics, believes or work philosophy. The next trick is to 
start promoting your new Instagram channel on other social media like Facebook, Snapchat or Twitter. 

@stellamccartney
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2How to get more likes 
under one post?

@matteau.swim
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3How to interact
with followers? @weareknitters

http://blog.lettly.com/en/how-run-a-contest-instagram/
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In 2014 Dazed started running Dazed Emoji Polls on Instagram as an 
extension of polls that are featured on Dazed Digital. The engagement 
was extremely high. 

The @dazed and @dazedfashion accounts aren’t just about bold imagery 
- they are all about starting conversations. People can vote using emojis. 
Dazed covers topics from fashion weeks trends to fashion students 
everyday life. 

@dazed
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social messages that
go ignored16

average brand
response time on social17

maximum time most
people will wait on social18

hours

89%

10hours

4
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CONTENT
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What do you 
want

people to do? 

Are you trying to raise 
awareness of your 

business? Get people to 
your website or store? 
Sell more products?

Who do you 
want to speak 

to? 

Who is your 
audience or 

customer? What are 
they interested in?

What do you 
want to say?

What are you trying to 
convey to your customers? 
What do you want people to 
remember about your 

business? 

How do you 
want to say it? 

If you could 
express your story 
visually, how 
would you do it?
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Storytelling
Instagram allows a business to tell a visual story 
of a brand. From launching a new range to 
showcasing products on the catwalk, Instagram 
can help with your objective all the way from 
inspiration to action. 

RuthRuth Chapman, the co-founder of 
Matchesfashion.com – an established name, with 
a healthy quarter-million Instagram following 
belives it’s all about storytelling. So her posts 
include engaging captions and emojis. „
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2
3
4

1
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How to prepare the structure of post and when to post?

When your audience is 
active? Do you have 
audience all over the 
world or just one country? 
The key to success is to 
publish the post in the 
morning (8-9 a.m.), at 
lunchlunch (it’s a good time to 
step out from the work 
and business) or in the 
evening (end of the work 
day around 6p.m. or 
10-11p.m.) as well as 
Sundays and holidays.19 

Instagramers interested in 
fashion and beauty share 
content the most around 
the weekend with Friday 
the peak day for the posts.20 

Photos on Instagram are seen as being 2.8x more 
imaginative and 2x more creative than on other 
platforms.

That’sThat’s is why Instagram is the perfect place for the 
fashion, beauty and interior design industry, which 
are using it as a tool for showcasing its vision and 
originality as well as sharing what happens behind 
the scene. 22

The generally recommendation 
is to post at least three times a 
day with plenty of space in 
between. The best practice is
to do the research about 
the audience first. 21 3
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Video on Instagram
More and more, we’re seeing the fashion community embrace video and 
video tools to showcase their designs to tell the stories. According to 
Instagram Data, in the last six months, video views increased by 150%.23 

People are increasingly consuming video of all forms, on mobile devices. 
Here are some creative tips to help you get started:
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Ads on Instagram
What is essential to know about Instagram: 

Instagram can reach the target 
group which was not as easy for 
Facebook. 

Instagram has been attracting two 
times more young people aged 
16-24 than Facebook.24 

The audience is growing and on top The audience is growing and on top 
of that Instagram users are much 
more active than on other social 
media channels. 

The brands could target younger 
customers and reach them 
exclusively on mobile devices.

1

2

3

4

Note: More than 75% of the followers of 
both luxury and high street fashion brands 
are under 34 years old.25
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Best practices of ads on Instagram

CASE: Zalando @zalando 

GOAL: To raise awareness that Topshop is available on their 
site, Zalando wanted to position themselves as a credible 
fashion brand amongst a younger, more critical audience - 
especially in Germany.      

PATH: PATH: targeted at German women between 18 and 
49-years-old, the campaign featured 5 images showing the 
unique style and personality of British model Cara 
Delevingne

CONCEPT: The message of the campaign: fashion is fun, 
sexy and cool, and Zalando delivers on all of those points. 

SOLUTION:SOLUTION: Instagram is a great addition to the other 
marketing touch points to target and interact with 
fashionistas. The campaign was recognized by the hashtag: 
#whereveryouare as the next big step for Zalando to grow 
their presence on the platform.         

RESULTS: After the campaign ended, Zalando got 934 000 
people reach. 
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Best practices of ads on Instagram

CASE: Adidas @adidaswomen

GOAL: Promote global ad campaign

PATH: Showing authentic and personal side of sport 
celebrities

CONCEPT: CONCEPT: Adidas kicks off global ad campaign with a series 
of short films titled ‘I’m here to create’ with a cast of a 
number of female athletes showing how they introduce 
their creative DNA into sports.

SOLUTION:SOLUTION: Featuring Caroline Wozniacki, Candace Parker, 
Hannah Bronfman, Robin Arzon and Nicole Winhoffer, Karlie 
Kloss, Sasha DiGiulian, Ana Ivanovic and Adriene Mishler 
each video relies on content send out from the celebrities’ 
Instagram account and shows how they do sports as well as 
have fun.

RESULT: RESULT: The film series is an extension of Adidas’ there year 
brand plan that kicked off in 2015 which airs globally in 
more than 50 countries during key moments including UEFA 
Champions League among others.



Best practices of ads on Instagram CASE: L’Oreal Paris @lorealmakeup

GOAL: Promote the longevity of L’Oreal’s Infallible 
makeup line

PATH: Cooperation with influencers

CONCEPT:CONCEPT: Encourage to empower women to be their 
own makeup artists through education, makeup 
products, tools and inspirational content

SOLUTION: The day with the influencer in four 
pictures (morning, midday, afternoon, evening)

RESULTS: Traffic on the official website, increase in 
signing up for the brand’s newsletter
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Best practices of ads on Instagram

CASE: JEWLR @jewlr - Canada-based personalized 
jewelry retailer 

GOAL: Gain more customers 

PATH: After seeing success with dynamic ads on 
Facebook, running the ads on Instagram was a 
natural and effective way to retarget consumers 
based on specific actions. 

CONCEPT:CONCEPT: Drive demand and more importantly, sales 
of Jewlr products at scale in a highly visual 
environment 

SOLUTION: SOLUTION: The campaign targeted people in the US 
who viewed or added a product to their cart from the 
Jewlr website, but hadn’t followed through with a 
purchase. The dynamic ads on Instagram ensured 
those people saw ads for jewelry they liked - 
increasing their likelihood of making a purchase. 

RESULTS:RESULTS: So far, Jewlr is seeing strong results with 
their dynamic ads on Instagram - with a return on ad 
spend exceeding 3x. 



http://blog.lettly.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/promote_your_best_post.pdf
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Non-paid campaigns
How to promote your posts when you don’t have a budget for it? 
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Instagram
Stories

Snapchat 
Stories

vs
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Best practice on Instagram Stories
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Best practice on Instagram Stories
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http://blog.lettly.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/set_up_you_ig_business_profile.pdf
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@babybanden.no

http://blog.lettly.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/instagram_insights.pdf




230%
the average number of followers a European 
Instagrammer interested in high street fashion

has compared to the average user27

the average number of impressions a European 
Instagrammer interested in fashion has
compared to the average user28

6x

the average number of posts made by
European Instagrammers interested in
fashion compared to the average user26
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Menlook 
MenlookMenlook asked its influencers around the world to 
produce their own piece of Instagram content 
reflecting their individual style. Eventually it leaded to 
the TV campaign. Manlook was one of the first 
companies in the world to use the creativity of the 
Instagram platform to take an online campaign to the 
offline world.

  

Quay Australia
@chrisspy@chrisspy (3.3m followers) was asked to design a 
line of sunglasses for the brand Quay. The brand 
wanted to reach the new customer group and 
increase the brand recognition. Clicks, re-shares, 
comments and likes lifted up the brand’s 
engagement on Instagram activated sales. 
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Aeon Collection 
TheThe brand with watches and accessories started to 
work with Influencers to rise sales. The influencer 
(Lauren Curtis @lozcurtis with 1.5m followers) posts 
image with the watch and activate promotion code. 
The post achieved 39 000 likes engaged customers in 
the purchasing process. 

Marks & Spencer
TheThe influencers helped to promote the opening of 
the M&S store in Australia. They were sharing their 
experiences with their fans on Instagram posting 
pictures and videos from the event. Each influencer 
got thousand of likes and hundreds of comments 
on Instagram. 
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SALES ON INSTAGRAM
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http://blog.lettly.com/en/the-full-potential-of-the-lettlys-tool/
http://blog.lettly.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/LettlyWAK_en.pdf
http://lettly.com/brands/connect/type/trial
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Summary
In e-commerce environment in 2016 price is not the reason we shop. It’s all about convinience according to a study carried 
out by Payment Solution Company DIBS Norway29. Online shopping has become easier, now you can shop whenever you 
want, and you can go through you paying with your mobile, which is always with you. 

Instagram has democratized fashion, revolutionizing the way people discover, experience and connect with the brands. It 
offers both emerging and established designers and labels a powerful opportunity to reach local and global audience. 
WhetherWhether it’s watching the latest fashion show live as it comes down during Fashion Week or getting sneak peak of the 
limited collection, Instagram gives consumers a window into new world.

http://lettly.com/brands/connect/type/trial
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Our Instagram community is really active.
Lettly increased our sales and onsite traffic instantly. Magic!

- Karolina Słota, Local Heroes

With applications like Lettly, we can create a more seamless sales 
strategy – especially by being able to tap into the „impulse” that 

customers may have when seeing our products.
- Francesca Ling, We Are Knitters Social Media Team- Francesca Ling, We Are Knitters Social Media Team

Thanks to Lettly, Instagram became our new, but important,
sales channel, generating measureable results.

- Paweł Grzebyk, E-commerce Manager, DeeZee.pl
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mailto:hello@lettly.com
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